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Abstract. This chapter addresses Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO)
implementation for counteracting the bullwhip effect in logistic systems influenced by uncertain demand. The considered class of systems comprises
two types of actors – controlled nodes and external sources – connected
by unidirectional links. In this paper, the application of BBO is proposed to
support the optimization problem of proper channel allocation in transportation links. BBO allows one to perform simulation-based optimization and
provide desirable operating conditions to answer a priori unknown, timevarying demand. The effectiveness of the goods distribution process governed under a base-stock policy includes the objective function of mitigating
the bullwhip effect and minimizing transportation costs. The introduced optimization problem is solved using BBO to find an optimal channel allocation
matrix for a given topology. The results are verified in extensive simulations
of a real-world logistic network.
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1. Introduction
In modern times, despite the pandemic situation, one can notice a notable
development of the global industry. Despite the COVID-19 worldwide financial
crisis, numerous new industrial branches have appeared, e.g., cryptocurrency industry. Moreover, many existing ones have made significant progress [1, 2]. One
of the economic sectors with increasing profitability is logistics, which incorporates production, transport, and trade activities during the distribution processes in
complex (multi-input multi-output entity) logistic networks [3]. However, a severe
systemic distortion influences resource management in transportation networks -
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the bullwhip effect (BE). The BE manifests itself as an enhanced variability of demand transmitted into the goods ordering signal. An example distribution system
is illustrated in Fig. 1. In addition to lowered earnings, the BE leads to unnecessary
shipments, prolonged delays, and resource accumulation at subsidiary nodes [4].
Due to the high interconnection complexity in real-world distribution systems, the
optimization of goods transportation in logistic networks is a computationally demanding task. One of the fastest-growing in popularity algorithms, from various
nature-based methods used to tackle computationally-intensive optimization problems, is Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO). The purpose of this paper is
to evaluate the usefulness of BBO in logistic network performance by counteracting the bullwhip effect when subjected to the control of the popular order-up-to
(OUT) [5] – inventory policy.

(Data & Money)

(Resources)
Producer

Distributor

Customers

Figure 1: An example supply chain.
Many scientists proposed methods to reduce the harmful impact of the BE
on logistic system performance [6–9]. They emphasised statistical analysis and
operations research techniques. A different promising idea was to implement robust control techniques [10–13]. Nevertheless, in real-world systems, conventional
methods are still preferred, e.g., OUT policy. The BE triggers in the systems organized in serial and arborescent topologies governed by the OUT policy have
been given in [14]. Introductory treatment of more complex networked topologies
has been examined in [15]. A modified OUT policy, introduced for centralized
structure management, was optimally tuned for holding and lost-sales diminution [16]. In real-world transportation networks, the optimization typically targets
delays and holding, or transportation costs decrease. Determining the optimal solution for those objectives, analytically or numerically (e.g., through full search),
is computationally demanding. Hence, non-weighted procedures, e.g., alternating,
hierarchical, or phased optimization techniques [17, 18], are used. For instance, to
reduce both the total cost of travelers and the number of required transfers in transportation systems, Arbex and da Cunha [17] introduced the Alternating Objective
Genetic Algorithm. In extension to the traditional one [19, 20], it enabled them to
apply local search techniques to handle the infeasibility of newly created individuals. Additionally, enhanced Simulated Annealing has recently been considered
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in transportation network optimization [18]. Nevertheless, the implemented objectives neglect a primary problem that hinders current systems: to operate efficiently
in time-varying, perturbed conditions. Therefore, in this work, the OUT policy
optimization explicitly targets the diminution of a systemic distortion – the BE
with the BBO implementation. The considered class incorporates systems with
a complex networked topology, with goods reflow subject to non-negligible time
delay. The OUT inventory policy manages the ordering workflow by governing
lot sizing. The objective is to design the network layout, i.e., to determine how
intensively a given transportation path (channel) of goods distribution should alleviate the BE. Consequently, a matrix of coefficients yielding diminished BE and
transportation costs within a given time horizon is established. The logistic system
could also interpret the coefficients in terms of order splitting, i.e., which part of
the order established by a controlled node is planned for retrieval from a particular
supplier (a neighboring controlled node or an external source). The optimization
task is solved with modern population-based evolutionary techniques – BBO. The
obtained tuning method for the coefficients modification is straightforward in implementation and do not demand extensive computational power. As explained in
the conducted research, the commonly practiced oversight of the planning phase
by uniform lot partitioning between the transportation channels is inaccurate since
it leads to augmented disturbance and considerable expenses. The proposed intelligent planning technique allows one to place the logistic industry representative
in a desirable situation with respect to the competition, diminishes transportation
costs, and avoid the BE.

2. Related works
Biogeography is the study of the geographical distribution of biological organisms. Simon used the mathematics of biogeography as the grounds for the BBO
implementation in [21], with its dynamic model extension presented in [22]. Afterward, Yang et al. in [23] proposed a logistic system design model based on the
hybrid BBO algorithm, which incorporated the cost risk and shared service level.
However, they do not examine the impact of implemented adjustments on the BE
formation. Zhang et al. in [24], in turn, combined the BBO algorithm with the
intuitionistic fuzzy entropy weight approach to optimize the manufacturing inside
the supply chain. Still, they omit the current industry requirements, such as energy
consumption or customer satisfaction.
Besides BBO, other population-based approaches were implemented in the logistic
sector optimization. Nia et al. in [25] adopted Ant Colony Optimization for total
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cost minimization in goods distribution systems. However, they neglected the validation of their results on the supply systems with intricate network topology. Besides, Xin et al. in [26] introduced an Improved Discrete Whale Swarm Algorithm
including differential evolution, enhanced search, and job-swapped mutations to
reduce both makespan and energy consumption during varying transportation time.
Still, they omit in the investigation uncertain customer demand having node malfunctions (examined by Ignaciuk and Dziomdziora in [27]). Then, Kamhuber et al.
in [28] proposed a procedure for multi-objective optimization inside a production
planning system by using the Genetic Algorithm to metaheuristic optimization.
Contrary to their study, this work implicitly targets transportation cost minimization and goods distribution distortion reduction with the population-based heuristic
procedure, including uncertain lead times and varying customer demand. [15], in
turn, used the Continuous Genetic Algorithm to diminish holding costs, including operational costs and customer satisfaction. However, they did not consider
networks with unpredictable time-varying parameters and configurations, e.g., installations with incorrect inventory records. In this work, the BBO algorithm with
mutations is implemented to solve complex optimization problems by counteracting the bullwhip effect in the logistics network. Using the provided method, one
can improve the transportation channel utilization coefficients to alleviate the BE
systemic distortion structurally. Using the proposed intelligent planning technique
in the distribution systems, one may decrease the transportation costs, concurrently
maintaining high customer satisfaction.

3. System model
3.1. Interconnection structure
The considered class of system handles interaction among two types of actors:
• external sources – responsible for supplying the goods to the controlled network, but are not influenced directly by the imposed demand
• controlled nodes – responsible for assisting both as intermediate sources for
other controlled nodes and generating replenishment signals for the external
sources to satisfy the customer demand.
The system incorporates N-controlled nodes and M-external sources, connected
by unidirectional links. The links are characterized by:
• lot partitioning coefficient – to be adjusted in the optimization task – that
dictates how intensively a provided channel (transportation link) will be utilized,
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• lead-time delay – the delay in order satisfaction (the transport delay),
• transportation cost – associated with the distance between the nodes. Networks with detached nodes, i.e., without connection to any supplier; or selfsuppling nodes, are not considered.

3.2. Node dynamics
Let t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , H denote the duration of time, where H denotes the time
horizon. The stock level at node i accumulates according to
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) +

N+M
X
j=1

|

δ ji ui (t − β ji ) −
{z

}

incoming shipments

where:

N
X
j=1

δi j ui (t) −

| {z }

di (t)
|{z}

(1)

customer demand

outgoing shipments

• δ ji – the lot partitioning coefficient for the orders placed by node i at node j,
• β ji – the lead-time delay of goods relocated from node j to i,
• ui (t) – the quantity of goods demanded by node i in period t from its suppliers, including external sources and intermediate nodes,
• di (t) – the customer demand placed at node i in period t. It exhibits random
variations within [0, dmax
], where dmax
denotes an estimate of the maximum.
i
i
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where each column of the matrix Δ has to sum to the value of 1, meaning that
from a given node, all the resources are appropriately split among other controlled
nodes. Also, any node can not obtain more than 100% of the available lot. Consequently, the negative values are forbidden, as each part of the resources to be
shipped must be non-negative.
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3.3. OUT inventory policy
To control the goods reflow in the network, one may use the OUT inventory
policy. Here it is implemented in a distributed mode, i.e., individually at the controlled nodes. Controlled node i generates the stock replenishment signal according to
re f
ui (t) = xi − x(t) − Γi (t),
(4)
re f

where xi denotes the reference level – to be assigned to maximize sales [29], and
Γ(t) denotes the open-order volume, i.e., the goods in transit not yet arrived at the
ordering node due to lead-time delay.

3.4. Bullwhip effect in logistic networks
From the logistic perspective, one should consider more involving topologies
than a serial chain to evaluate the system propensity to the BE formation. An example networked structure is depicted in Fig. 2, where n1–3 indicates controlled
nodes, m1,2 denotes external sources, δ ji ui (t) – represent internal demand imposed
on node n1 and n2 from n3 , respectively, and d1–3 is the exogenous demand imposed on the nodes. In serial connections, one of the most popular measures used

d1
m1

u1

n1

n3

m2

u2

d3

n2

d2
Figure 2: A five-node network.
to quantify the BE is order-to-variance ratio [30]. There is a limited possibility of designating the lateral nodes in networked configurations and using them
to establish a bullwhip indicator (BI) in a transportation system, as it commonly
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happens in serial chains. The lack of reasonable measurement methods, allowing for the BE quantification in networked configurations, motivates the search
for alternatives [31]. The proposed BI should provide the BE quantification technique, judging the networked topology as a holistic, multi-input multi-output entity. Therefore, for the BE quantification in networked structures, a vector-based
measure will be defined. Alternatively to concentrating on one node, aggregated
demand and external replenishment signals will be evaluated. In the time horizon
of H periods, the record of replenishment signal imposed on node i at an external
supplier uiH = [ui (0) ui (1) . . . ui (H–1)]T . Likewise with respect to the demand
imposed on node i one has d Hj = [d j (0) d j (1) . . . d j (H–1)]T . The demand may
be placed at any node. Similarly, any node may generate a replenishment signal
for any external supplier. The introduced BI, based on the Euclidean distance, is
determined as:
q
P
H 2
i∈Ωe (var[ui ])
ω= q
.
(5)
P
H ])2
(var[d
j∈Ωd
j
where Ωe denotes the set of node indices on which replenishment signals is generated for the external suppliers, and Ωd implies the set of node indices where the
demand is imposed. For the external actors, the controlled network is treated as a
black-box entity. ω > 1 indicates that the BE has appeared. The larger the value of
ω, the more serious the BE.

3.5. Transportation costs
One may calculate the transportation costs by counting the distance of the
transportation tracks and the quantity of shipped goods. In the time horizon of
H periods, transportation cost equals
Ψ=

H−1
N N+M
X
XX

δ ji ui (t)ϕi j φ

(6)

k=0 i=1 j=1

where φi j denotes the transportation cost on the route i-j, calculated as a product
of a fixed unitary price φ and the distance connecting the nodes.

3.6. Customer satisfaction
A properly operating logistic system is expected to secure a high level of demand satisfaction. The customer satisfaction rate at node i is calculated as
H−1
P
hi (t)
t=0
ξi =
,
(7)
H−1
P
di (t)
t=0
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where hi (t) is the satisfied demand at node i in period t. Hence, a mean satisfaction
level in the system can be estimated as

ϑ=

N
P

i=1

ξi

N

.

(8)

4. Biogeography-based optimization
The crucial factor behind the cost-efficient OUT policy performance is proper
selection of lot partitioning coefficients. In modern logistic systems, it should be
done simultaneously for all the controlled nodes, which is computation demanding due to complex networked topology. BBO enables the self-regulation of this
process by numerical evolution of channel coefficients. BBO is a population-based
method that originates from inspecting a species evolution among separated zones
called islands. In addition to numerous advantages, e.g., integrity, flexibility, efficiency, and high performance, BBO does not require objective function derivatives. One may recognize BBO as a suitable heuristic search technique in complex
optimization problems, as it incorporates both the examination and exploitation
originating from migration [21]. The BBO algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3. Its
steps are described in the following sections.

4.1. Initialization
The initial two steps of the flowchart shown in Fig. 3 constitute the initialization stage of the optimization process. First, the channels are uniformly allocated among the nodes. In the initial simulation sequence, it is assumed that at
each node, a random demand signal is imposed during the entire simulation period
equal to the Poisson distribution of the maximum value assumed for this node. The
initial transportation cost Ψmax and ωmax are determined subsequently and set as
the maximum limit value for further computations. Although the initial channel
allocation assures full customer satisfaction, the transportation cost is very high
with the significant BE – goods are transported excessively under a non-optimal
path. Further stages of the optimization process aim to reduce both the BE and
transportation costs, while maintaining a high customer satisfaction rate.

4.2. Population size
To adjust the BBO method for efficient convergence during the optimization,
one needs to set the population size correctly. Hence, inside each epoch of the
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Perform initial simulation

Generate initial population
Perform simulation
of network behavior

g iterations

Select the best individuals

Migration

Mutation

Remove duplicates

Return the best solution

Figure 3: BBO algorithm flowchart

BBO operation, population size is determined as

η=

3 ∗ (N + M)
,
ζ

(9)

where ζ is the the number of links per node. The network complexity ζ is inversely
proportional to the population size η. The dependence results from the examination
of various network parameters, as presented in Table. 1 (defined in Section 5).
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4.3. Fitness function
A suitable fitness function is fundamental for BBO proper operation and its
effectiveness in solving complex optimization problems. This function defines dependencies connecting the particular system elements and their significance for the
ensuing solution. It permits one to link a precise solution to the required optimum
and impact successive population creation. A properly defined fitness function
should be normalized and effective in computation. In the considered class of
logistic systems, three factors have a determining impact on the solution:
• Ψ - transportation costs, Ψ ∈ [0, Ψ max ],
• ω - the introduced BI for networked systems, ω ∈ [0, ωmax ],
• ϑ - mean customer satisfaction rate, ϑ ∈ [0, 1].
The goal of the considered optimization process is to determine a channel allocation matrix Δ so that the logistic system can fulfill the external demand with low
transportation costs yet mitigating the BE. For this purpose, the following fitness
function has been used:
min (δi j )J = Ψ(t)ωϑ−1 .
(10)
s.t. (1) – the stock level dynamics, (3) – the channel allocation restriction, and (4)
– the method of replenishment signal calculation. The fitness function allows one
to gauge how well adjusted is a candidate solution and evaluates it with respect to
others.

4.4. Selection
All candidate solutions generated within the optimization problem are called
individuals. In the considered class of systems, these are represented by a unique
instance of transportation channel utilization matrix Δ. One may assume that the
population size equals η, zk denotes the k-th individual of the population, and the
considered optimization problem dimension equals p. Moreover, zk (s) denotes the
s-th independent variable in zk , where k ∈ [1,η] and s ∈ [1,p]. During every generation, for all solution features in the k-th individual, probability that s-th independent variable is selected for replacement in zk equals ιk (the immigration rate),
for k ∈ [1,η] and s ∈ [1,p]. If a solution feature is selected for a replacement, the
emigrating individual having a probability equivalent to the emigration probabilities εi (the emigration rate) is selected. One may utilize any fitness-based selection
method for the selection phase. If the popular roulette-wheel approach is adopted,
then the probability that zk is selected for emigration equals
εk
Pr(zk ) = Pη

i=1 εi

(11)
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4.5. Migration
In the migration stage, an island – a set of individuals – matches the set of a
predefined size containing Δ matrices, and a separate population comprises a set
of islands. Poorly adjusted individuals are expected to receive new features from
good individuals, quite like less habitable islands are expected to get multiple immigrants from highly habitable islands. The process of incorporating new features
into poor individuals can increase the quality of those individuals. The highest possible immigration rate to the habitat is I, which happens when the island is without
species, marked above the immigration curve. With the increase of species inside,
the island becomes more crowded. Hence, fewer species can successfully survive immigration, and the immigration rate drops. The most significant achievable
number of species for the habitat to hold is Smax , at which the immigration rate
equals zero. Consequently, one may consider the emigration curve. If the island
is without any species, then the emigration rate equals zero. While the number
of species on the island rises, it becomes extra crowded. Therefore, more species
could leave the island, and the emigration rate rises. The maximum emigration
rate equals E, while the island holds the most significant number of species that it
may support. One may assume that an equal species number curve describes every
BBO individual with E = I for integrity. Fig. 4 represents the migration rates in
a BBO algorithm with the specified assumptions. S1 denotes a low-quality individual, while S2 signifies a good individual. The immigration rate for S1 will be
proportionately high, meaning that it is about to acquire new features from different candidate solutions. The emigration rate for S2 will be relatively high, which
indicates that it will be expected to share its features among surrounding individuals. ι is the immigration rate for a individual and ε is its emigration rate. One may
call the illustrated graph a linear migration model because the ι and ε values follow
the linear functions of fitness.

4.6. Mutation
The last step of the BBO algorithm is mutation. The mutation rate is one of
the primary parameters of BBO. The initially selected coefficient influences the
mutation, which infrequently occurs in the described implementation. Mutation
indicates replacing a randomly chosen element of an individual with a random
value from the analyzed domain. The element of an individual matches a single
channel utilization coefficient – δi j – within the allocation matrix. A randomly selected channel utilization coefficient can be substituted with a newly generated one
if a solution is qualified to mutate. The mutation rate is the probability that an element of an individual will mutate after a mutation operation. The matrix of channel
utilization coefficients is created by randomly mutating the matrix columns before
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Figure 4: BBO feature-sharing relationship.
continuing with a subsequent iteration. It is achieved by randomly increasing or
decreasing each matrix entity value – δi j . The value of the last column element is
N+M−1
P
determined as 1 −
δ ji .
i=1

5. Numerical study
The system analyzed in the numerical study represents the European logistic
network of a company from the premium-clothes fashion industry. The firm central warehouses are in Paris and Milan. The business network spreads over Central
Europe, with the distribution hubs in Brussels, Munich, Berlin, Warsaw, Cracow,
Graz, Prague, and Budapest, as shown in Fig. 5. The network graph representation
is presented in Fig. 6. The quantities displayed over the arrows denote the lead
times and transportation costs associated with the links.
The goal is to determine the optimal lot partitioning coefficients for controlled
nodes to reduce the BE and transportation costs. Initially, the lot partitioning is
divided equally among the routes, as is conventional in the literature. The simulation horizon equals H = 103 periods. The demand, placed at any controlled node,
manifests stochastic fluctuations created according to the Poisson distribution with
µ = 0.6. The unitary transportation price is φ = 0.04 e per 10 km. Network A
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comprise 10 nodes (N = 8, M = 2), with the number of links per node (ξ = 2.87),
and a search space of 6.54 x 1028 possible solutions, which is impossible for full
search. Consequently, the BBO heuristic search is applied. Each population in
BBO contains 10 individuals, according to (9). The generation number is limited
to g = 100 epochs. Mutations are not included during the emigration rates update.

Figure 5: Transportation Network A.
Red circles denote the external suppliers in Paris and Milan.

The initial channel assignment for Network A
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Figure 6: Transportation Network A - graph representation.
The arrows denote the goods flow direction, the orange ones denote lateral
connections within the same layer. The numbers reflect β ji and φi j .
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The BBO algorithm notably modified the lot partitioning coefficients for the
controlled nodes. The average cost function minimization in Network A of 14.77%
allows one to throttle down the BE by 8.44% and diminish the transportation costs
by 23.11%. Logistic networks with a denser topology (a bigger number of links
per node) can be notably improved, both for transportation costs and the BE. With
equal channel utilization, the BE is measured as 3.91 and transportation costs as
5.28 x 105 e. The BBO allowed decreasing the BE to 3.58 and transportation costs
to 4.06 x 105 e.
The dependence of the population size and the maximum number of epoch
required to accomplish a similar optimization result is displayed in Table 1. The
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Table 1: Population size dependence
Population size g
2
5
7
10
14

ωmin
4.06
3.82
3.88
3.58
4.02

Ψ min (e)
4.62 x 105
4.08 x 105
4.06 x 105
4.06 x 105
4.03 x 105

convergence time (s)
21.43
27.19
46.31
52.28
72.54

displayed values are the means from multiple simulation runs performed to leverage the BBO inherent randomness (sometimes the best solution has already been
found in a few initial iterations). Fig. 7 illustrates the fitness function improvement value successive BBO iterations. The graph shows that the fitness function
grows fast during the first few iterations and then progresses approximately linearly. Since the optimal solution is not known a priori, the stopping condition is
enforced by a predefined maximum epoch number. Fig. 8 shows the BE evolution
at the controlled nodes for the initial and final (optimum) transportation channel
allocation. One can notice from the graph that the BBO algorithm successfully
throttles down the BE. Besides, the transportation costs are reduced, having complete customer satisfaction.
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Figure 8: The BE evolution progress.

6. Conclusions
The paper investigates BBO implementation for the optimization of complex
logistic networks governed by the OUT policy. The optimization objective is to
diminish the transportation costs and avoid the BE, yet ensure high customer satisfaction. It is accomplished by modifying the allocation of the transportation
channels. The fitness function of BBO has been defined so as to establish a smooth
balance between the transportation costs (financial measure), the BE (logistic measure), and customer satisfaction. The population size happens to have a crucial
impact on the BBO operation and convergence time. The amount of individuals in
a population is proportional to the time of the optimal solution finding.
Nevertheless, by expanding the population size, the number of calculations and
memory usage in every iteration grows. The numerous tests performed on a realworld transportation network indicate that the application of BBO for logistic networks optimization is advisable. Contrary to the full-search method, the desired
balance between transportation cost reduction, systemic distortion alleviation, and
elevating customer satisfaction can be achieved in a reasonable time frame using
ordinary computers.
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